Infosys Identity and Access Management (IAM) Services built on the foundation of Infosys’ S34D principle, assures digital trust and cyber resilience at scale to its customers through innovation, service excellence and competence.

Infosys IAM Services: Protecting millions of identities for global enterprises
Our Partner Ecosystem for Next Generation Identity Solutions

**Identity-as-a-Service**
End to end protection and management of enterprise identity life cycle and associated governance processes.

**Identity Management and Governance**
Securing and empowering enterprise and workforce with next generation, AI powered identity and access governance platform.

**Access Management**
Securing the enterprise digital journey of end customers, partners and employees with NextGen authentication and identity management solution.

**Privilege Access Management**
Managing, securing, and monitoring privileged accounts and their accesses across the enterprise IT landscape with zero trust access principle.

**Cloud Infrastructure Entitlement Management**
Securing the enterprise cloud fabric by leveraging AI-powered cloud identity access for enhanced visibility of identity risk posture and risk remediation recommendations.

**Password Less Authentication**
Securing the enterprise digital journey of end customers, partners and employees with futuristic, decentralized identity management and password less authentication approach.

**Identity Management and Governance**
Securing and empowering enterprise and workforce with next generation, AI powered identity and access governance platform.

**Access Management**
Securing the enterprise digital journey of end customers, partners and employees with NextGen authentication and identity management solution.

**Privilege Access Management**
Managing, securing, and monitoring privileged accounts and their accesses across the enterprise IT landscape with zero trust access principle.

**Cloud Infrastructure Entitlement Management**
Securing the enterprise cloud fabric by leveraging AI-powered cloud identity access for enhanced visibility of identity risk posture and risk remediation recommendations.

**Password Less Authentication**
Securing the enterprise digital journey of end customers, partners and employees with futuristic, decentralized identity management and password less authentication approach.

15+ Years of experience in successfully delivering 100+ IAM engagements, and protecting 10 Mn+ identities, with a strong pool of 2,500+ IAM specialists.

10+ Pre-configured solutions developed in partnership with leading IAM product vendors to accelerate the adoption of identity frameworks.

Pre-defined use case catalogue and reference architectures for delivery excellence with focus on Secure by Design.

Infosys IAM IPs aligned with automation-first approach, leveraging Infosys Cobalt and Infosys Topaz frameworks to deliver consistent and accelerated value across IAM engagements. Infosys CyberBox identity automation toolkit establishes reference architecture and blueprints for vertical focused IAM solutions.


Endorsements by customers for our innovation in identity transformation, and for protecting millions of identities across on-premise, hybrid and cloud landscapes.
Success Stories

An American bank and financial services company

Successfully migrated the identity data of 30Mn+ banking customers to a next age identity and authentication platform with zero glitch and service downtime. Multi channel and multi model digital banking experience delivered with NextAge Authentication solution.

A UK government local council department

Simplified the users access experience by enabling self-service for account management such as MFA Opt-In/Out option in alignment with GDPR. Migrated from on-premise legacy Access Management system into Cloud based Customer Identity Access Management (CIAM) solution using Microsoft Azure B2C, SSO using OIDC.

A leading postal service provider of Europe

Transformed postal delivery services for more than 5M citizens, with better experience. Secured Next Gen customer IAM platform services that are fully aligned with GDPR and completely managed on cloud.

One of the world’s largest banking and financial services organizations based in Europe

Delivered the Infosys Log Monitoring solution which can integrate log sources across heterogeneous platforms, applications and database for log correlations and detection of violation.

Australia’s largest banking and financial services organizations

Modernized the enterprise and customer identity landscape with passwordless authentication, secured privilege access landscape with JIT/JEA on a SOC 2, Type 2, IRAP assessed Identity-as-a-Service solution.

Client Testimonials

This was one of the smoothest projects at Equatex, completely managed by Infosys. They analyzed and understood the challenges in our in-built IDAM tool and proposed the right solution to address all our concerns! A big shout-out to the Infosys team who implemented the solution and brought it to life. Their vision for our access management system helped us focus on our core business while Infosys took care of the processes.

They were instrumental in enhancing our identity and access management system. They implemented access review, optimized processes, and onboarded applications seamlessly. Currently, the team is focused on RBAC (role-based access control). I am sure there is much more to come as the system gets better every day.

Martin Wuetrich
CTO, Equatex

Our partnership with Infosys goes back to 2009 and has been proven to be critical to our success in building up our cyber capability and IAM in recent years. They’ve consistently provided excellent services and outcomes, especially by staying close to our needs and working to proactively ensure that we have what we need. Infosys’ commitment to our success has been meaningful, consistently offering a fusion of capability, talent, a track record of exemplary delivery and a steadfast focus on our leadership. Infosys demonstrates excellence with delivering seamless experiences, operational efficiency, personalization, and a paramount customer experience.

As we continue our journey with Infosys, we’re really confident that in our capacity to continue to improve on our IAM security portfolio, we will also enhance our client experience through Infosys’ unparalleled expertise.

Monica J. Field
IT Director for Identity and Access Management at Cummins
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